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Introduction 
 
Craig’s been coming to Europe for nearly two decades now. Technologies have changed, flights and 

travel has become more complicated, and Craig is older: and so Craig and Mary Anne decided it’s 

time for an update. Madeleine Forsgren has worked with Mary Anne and Anneli all winter to 

develop some new ideas. She’s now stepping down to take some personal time off, and Anneli steps 

in as our primary agent this year. You can reach Anneli at glomtomt@gmail.com 

We have spoken to most of the clinic organizers from previous years, and we have listened to the 

ideas that people have sent us. The considerations we heard were fairly consistent, and we’ve done 

our best to address those concerns.  

 We’ll be seeing a more professional approach, with set fees that are established at the 

beginning of the year. These fees are set to cover the costs of travel estimated at the 

beginning of the year. We will do our best to keep the fees at the set price, to guess the travel 

costs early and not have to alter things as prices change in flights.  

 We have certificates of participation available both for this year’s clinics as well as for the 

clinics people have attended in previous years. You’ll have the ability to download 

certificates for each of your present clinic participants on line, and we’ll have a clinic 

participant’s page with a link for your riders to apply for previous year’s certificates and 

other useful material from clinics they’ve attended. 

 Both Craig and Mary Anne will be available for clinics this year. We’re very interested in 

helping people who haven’t been to the Snohomish farm get to know Craig’s “other half”. 

There may be times that he can’t travel, and if people know the other clinician, we expect 

they’ll find (as our students at home have) that it’s great to have both available.  
 

 We’ll be offering easier ways to pay for the clinics, and a more formal approach: Your clinic 

will be secured by a deposit due one month before Craig or Mary Anne travels, these 

deposits will pay for the flights. Clinics will be paid for before they start, saving everyone the 

worry of “carrying” unpaid lessons. 

 

 We’ll be offering new clinic types, three day clinics, single day and half day clinics, seminars 

that don’t require covered arenas, and events that can be held around your kitchen table. 

Something for everyone!  

 

 We recognize the difficulty of filling weekdays and you’ll get discounts for hard to fill times. 

 

 And last, and very gratefully, we’ll be giving you all some nice bonuses for your hard work in 

setting these things up! We really appreciate your dedication.  

 

Craig and Mary Anne 
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Caring for your clinicians 
The host is responsible for arranging transportation to and from 
the airport or train, and for providing meals and a comfortable 
place for the clinician to stay. Nothing fancy: a guest room with 
a bath is fine. For meals, Craig does not like to eat salmon, or 
pickled or raw fish. Mary Anne is a vegetarian. She eats no meat, 
birds, or fish, she does eat milk, eggs and cheese.  
 
You’ll need to bring the clinicians to and from the arena, and 
provide a place to sit as well as coffee or tea and water to drink 
during the clinic.  
 
For riding and work in hand clinics a covered arena is needed as 
well as a classroom space: a large room is fine for the lectures. 
For Mediterranean clinics and for seminars and workshops all 
that is needed is a comfortable room for the classes, and a barn 
or stable to work with the horses.  No arena is needed.  
 
The theory lecture is compulsory for first riders in the dressage clinic. We encourage experienced 
riders to come as well, as you’ll learn something new each time. If all the participants have heard the 
basic talk it can be even better! Have your riders submit questions or topics for your clinician to 
speak about.  

About the Additional Clinician 
If we have enough interested riders to cover the cost, this year clinic participants will have the option of 

working with Mary Anne Campbell as well as with Craig Stevens.  

Many of you have already worked with Mary Anne at NSAE. Mary Anne is not only Craig’s wife, 

she’s the co-director at NSAE and might be called Craig’s “longest term working student”. She’s 

been studying with him intensely and working with him side by side for more than a decade. She’s 

become a useful option at NSAE as a teacher and trainer, and is an equally preferred instructor 

when the two teach together.  

Mary Anne’s lessons present the same material, but her 

approach is sometimes described as more “people 

oriented”. She tends to notice human discomforts and 

confusions and addresses them with the sensitivity that 

Craig has in addressing equine problems. Riders who 

work with both instructors say that she clarifies ideas 

that Craig teaches, because she thinks differently.  

The two complement one another as instructors and it’s 

also a nice bonus that there’s a nice energy for everyone 

when they’re teaching together.  
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Managing the Clinic for your Riders 

 Housing your riders: Riders will need facilities for their horses and themselves. Food and 

drinks served at the clinics may be “pot luck” or you may choose to provide them. If you do 

provide snacks and meals, don’t forget to charge the participants for them.   

 

 Equipment: In riding clinics, all riders must have a helmet and dressage whip. No Spurs.  

All horses at riding clinics must present in a saddle, preferably one with a tree. Bridles should 

be fitted with a simple snaffle bit. For work in hand clinics bring a cavesson, longe line, 

longe whip, and bridle with snaffle bit. No tight nosebands: at least two fingers should fit 

between the skin and the leather. No figure eights, no crank nosebands.  

 

 Time: Planning the schedule is up to the organizer. The aim is that the clinician should work 

about an 8 to 9 hour teaching day. In planning the dressage clinics, each lesson is 45 minutes 

in length, with a five minute break after for discussion, or to leave room in case the lesson 

runs long. We prefer to do 3 to lessons in a row and then take a 15 minute break.  Lunch 

breaks should be minimum 45 minutes.  

 

 We prefer to teach 8, but can teach up to 10 lessons daily, additional lessons may be able to be 

added if the clinician is consulted first- please check in with us if you have more riders than time. 

 

 Paper work: All participants must fill in a registration form which is given to the clinician at 

the start of the clinic. Included is a waiver, a release form that acknowledges that they ride at 

their own risk. (You’ll find these forms down load able on the website.) 

 

 Two Clinicians: When Mary Anne and Craig teach at the same time in the same arena, 

generally the arrangement is to have one working at one end and the other working at the 

other end. We can teach in a very small space quite comfortably. Typically only one of us will 

wear a microphone, as two P.A. systems are hard for listeners to process.  

 

 If something goes wrong: Clinic fees will be refunded in full if the clinician is ill, or for 

some other unforeseen reason a clinic must be cancelled.  

But, rider’s deposits are what funds the airfare for the clinician to get to your country. They 

are nonrefundable unless there is a seriously hard situation. If a participant is too ill to 

participate, they must let the organizer know 24 hours before the clinic begins, or there will 

be no refund. We strongly encourage such riders to supply a substitute rider. Deposits will 

be refunded only if there is no clinic scheduled for later in the year. If a participant’s horse is 

lame or ill, the deposit will be used on another clinic only if there is not a horse available to 

borrow.  Riders may also find a substitute rider to buy their spot.   
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This Year’s Clinics             Look for these stars! They mean “new this tour” 

Riding clinics: private lessons in a public setting 

 Classical Riding Clinics 

 The Classical riding clinic, a theory lecture plus up to four days riding. 

 Mediterranean Work Under saddle (Participants must have a working knowledge of the rein effects.) 

Two Day Group Courses: lecture and practice 
 Old Master’s Clinics: learn about a trainer and his practices  

 La Guérinière, Tirer and lateral movements 

 Ehrengranat and working the square 

 Baucher and the Flexions 

 Work in Hand 

 Basic Work in hand  

 Advanced work in hand  

 Single day Work in Hand clinics: 

o The Longe work  ▪  The Pillars ▪ The whip—and The rope and reins   

 Mediterranean Work 

 Basic Mediterranean Work 

 The Mediterranean Work Under Saddle  

Certification for Trainers and Instructors:  
 Certificate program interviews can be scheduled with the clinicians  

Private riding lessons  
 Schedule time with the clinician in which you can work without an audience 

Presentations or Single Day Workshops on Classical Ideas 
 Two Hour Presentation on La Guérinière: with slides, videos and lectures 

 Two Hour Presentation on The Evolution of the Rider’s Seat:  

 Single Day Workshop: Opposition or Harmony? Ancient vs Contemporary Equitation 

 Single Day Workshop: A three part Seminar series: Set up one each tour, or arrange three 

days. 

o Contemplative Equitation 

o Fear in the horse and rider 

o The Joy of Equitation 

Informal Round Table Events: Share coffee or tea and enjoy a couple of hours of questions and 

answers about your horses, training theory, or just share stories and get to know the clinicians. 
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Changes in paying for clinics and events: 
Price increase: Clinics now will cover airfares in the basic price 
If you organized clinics last year you’ll see there’s been a price increase. However, many 

organizers were paying a surcharge for travel that varied from trip to trip. That cost is part of what 

you’re seeing in the new price structure: there will be no additional travel fees to pay unless something 

truly extraordinary happens to airfares.  

Please look this over, think about what you’ll have to charge your riders to cover these fees plus your 

expenses, look at our expected participant prices and let us know if you have any concerns. 

Participant pricing is set as an estimate in order to keep costs in each country at a similar level. This 

way clinics in the same general area won’t compete on pricing.  

Deposits and Payment dates: Clinic payments in advance 
In order to protect us from paying for the travel and missed work without having lessons enough to 

cover our time, and in order to protect hosts from having to cover fees for riders who pay late, all 

clinics will now require a non-refundable deposit of one third of the expected income. The minimum 

number of participants for a riding clinic is 8 (it can be 14 if both clinicians are expected to come). 

You’ll collect deposits with their registrations, and send in the deposit to secure your clinic. Deposits 

for the minimum number of riders must be paid in full four weeks before the transatlantic 

flight in order for the clinician(s) to travel.  

Additionally, all clinic fees have to be paid in full before the clinician begins to teach.  

New Clinician: Mary Anne can come if we have enough riders to cover the fare 
Mary Anne’s lessons will be given at 10% less than Craig’s as an introduction this year. When the two 

clinicians teach group events together, such as the Work in Hand clinic, there is an additional fee. 

Your clients get a better combined instruction experience and double the usual attention.  

Do talk with Mary Anne about this if you have any questions.  mac@classical-equitation.com 

We offer several ways to get reductions in costs. 

 If your predicted riders have paid their costs one week before the event we’ll reduce your 

overall cost by 5%. (Last minute sign-ups are great! The discount is only for the earlier ones, 

though.) 

 If we do send Mary Anne this year, because we’re interested in encouraging riders to try 

working with her, her lessons will be charged at 10% less than Craig’s.  

 Clinics offered on weekdays are lower cost. 

 Third and subsequent lessons in a clinic are less expensive. 

 If an organizer gets 11 riders in a clinic, the organizer gets a ride in that clinic for free. 
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PRICING FOR WEEKEND RIDING CLINICS IN THE UK 
WEEKEND RIDING CLINICS: MOST riders do two or more rides, and their 3rd and 4th rides get a nice 
discount. But we have also included a charge for riders who opt only for one ride, and for riders who will 
do a two-person lesson. For the one ride option – please consider the ‘risk’ that you might get 
difficulties to fill both days! 
 
Cost the organizer pays the clinician   Prices we suggest you charge your participants 
 
Two rides:  host pays clinician: £198             Suggested charge to rider:   £315  
ONE ride only:  host pays  £110        Suggested charge to rider:   £175 
 
Adding on a third and fourth, or additional lessons in a clinic 
Host pays to clinician  £87.50          Suggested charge to rider:    £140  

 
Two-riders in one lessons in clinics 
Host pays to clinician  £150          Suggested charge to rider:   £240  

 
Cost for theory lecture only and auditors:  
Theory lecture (compulsory) £15               Suggested charge to Participant:   £24  
One-day auditor (incl theory) £20            Suggested charge to auditor:       £32  
Full clinic auditor (incl theory) £35             Suggested charge to auditor:       £55  

 
 

Pricing for Private Lessons on Weekends (but outside of Clinics): 
PRIVATE LESSONS ON WEEKENDS: (For riders who want to ride without clinic spectators) 
Host pays to clinician  £115          Suggested charge to rider: £180  
 

Pricing for Private Lessons on Weekdays 
Private lessons outside of clinics on WEEKDAYS 
Host pays to clinician  £87.50          Suggested charge to rider: £140  
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GROUP COURSES 
Full two day courses 
The Work in hand 
The Mediterranean Clinic  

Old Master’s Clinics: learn about a trainer and explore practices from his work with your horse  

 La Guérinière, Tirer and lateral movements 

 Ehrengranat and working the square 

 Baucher and the Flexions 

Price for two day group courses with seminars and practice sessions:  
First Five participants:  £1,100             Suggested charge to participant: £ 350 
6th and Subsequent participant:    £150             Suggested charge to participant: £ 350 
 
Single day Courses: (No new participants. Participants MUST be experienced with the rein aids.) 

 The Ropes 

 The Whip 

 The Pillars  

 Longe work in training  

 Mediterranean Work under Saddle: (Riders also must have completed Mediterranean Clinic) 
Host pays per participant to clinician £125          Suggested charge to participant: £198  
If on a weekday     £115         Suggested charge to rider:  £185 
     
Half day courses:  Each of the above courses can be taught “in miniature” in four hour blocks.  
Host pays per participant to clinician £80          Suggested charge to participant: £125  
 
Single Day Workshops: no horses, barns or arenas, needed: just a room in which to meet. 

 The contemplative rider series: 

 Contemplative Equitation: aligning balance in body, mind and emotions 

 Fear in the Horse and Rider 

 The Joy of Equitation  

 Opposition or Harmony? On the difference between Ancient and Modern Equitation 
Host pays per participant to clinician £125          Suggested charge each participant: £198  
 
Talks or Presentations: Host pays per £20             Suggested charge each participant: £30  
 

 The Evolution of the Rider’s Seat On the various uses of the seat, back, legs and saddle over time 

 The Mind of the Horse, the Mind of the Rider: Why shared harmony is critical to good training. 
 

Curious about something? Suggest it. We’re open to 
presenting on any topic in equitation. 

 
Informal evenings: the Round Table Event.  
 
Host pays per participant to clinician: £15 
Suggested charge to participant: £25, including, for 
example, coffee and sandwich 
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Certification for Riders, Trainers and Instructors:  
We now have the ability to teach on line. With this ability to stay 

in touch with our students, this year we begin to offer 

certification for riders who wish to have a credential indicating 

their full participation in this ancient art. 

The first certification will take about two years for a new rider 

to complete, though many of our present riders will have 

already taken the clinics required. Renewing certification is 

easier, but still requires involvement in on going education and 

development.  

If you are interested, or have students who are, we will be meeting 

with people during the clinic tours to set up their first annual program. 

The Certification Program has three tiers:  
Rider’s Certification: Annually renewable: a personal goal achievable for a private rider who wants to 

work towards profound understanding.  

Trainer’s Certification: Renewed through ongoing education. For a professional whose focus is on 

developing great riding horses of different conformations, talents and breeds: focus on training 

concerns. 

Instructor’s Certification: Renewed through ongoing education, annually: Hardest level, this includes 

all the work and comprehension of the trainer’s level as well as developing as a trainer of the people 

you’ll work with. 

Certification with us is more than a trophy, it has real meaning.  

Truly comprehending the work takes study, practice, conversation and interaction with a mentor. 

The certification process is powerfully designed to improve your work, deepen your education, and 

make your practice more fruitful. 

Certification means understanding why it’s 

important to share the work with others. This 

means supporting the clinics. Certificate 

candidates will attend the clinics and bring their 

students. This is to support the hosts who work 

so hard and the clinicians who sacrifice so much 

to be there.  

Through their own clinic attendance the 

certificate candidates help make the clinics viable, 

supporting with their participation the education 

of others.   
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2016 EUROPEAN Dates and options 
May 27-June 19 
Craig will be in Europe during this time. The weekends are already spoken for, but he is available for 

the weekdays between. Currently scheduled as follows: more times are available for seminars and 

weekday events: 

 May 27th  Anneli Eriksson hosts, Örbyhus, Sweden, Tana Ericsson in Stockholm 

 June 3rd  Kati Hentinen hosts, Kouvola Finland 

 June 10th   Marie Haglund hosts, Borås Sweden 

 June 17th   Denis Price hosts, Wiltshire England 

July 27th through August 8th  
We’re especially hoping to send both Clinicians: Mary Anne and Craig, if we can arrange the 

events to cover the costs during this two weeks. It’s a good time for weekday special events.  
Special clinics and Seminars we’re thinking of offering together during this shorter visit.  

 The Old Masters Clinics: with good video and slides, the second clinician makes 

the old master’s clinics a rich and beautiful experience 

 Mediterranean Clinics: (Ground work and in the saddle) a completely different 

experience when both Craig and Mary Anne teach. 

 The Work in Hand a completely different experience when both Craig and Mary 

Anne teach. 

 Riding Clinic: one day, both clinicians: double the rides in half the time. 

 Starting a foal, supporting an aged horse, recovering rescued horses: a special 

work in hand/Mediterranean clinic 

 Fear and the Rider. A special workshop on working with our own fears and those 

of our horses.  

September: 14-October 11th 
Weekends: plus the weekdays between 

 September 16th 

 September 23rd 

 September 30th 

 October  7th 

 

We hope to see you all in Snohomish for your discounted intensives during the 

winter season. 
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The Online Organizer’s Space: 
Support for you as you manage your clinics 

This packet and other support material that you can use to create a great clinic will be found at our 

website, www.classical-equitation.com. 

Your special corner for clinic organizers only is  

http://www.classical-equitation.com/clinic-organizers-support-page/ 

There you’ll find things like an excel sheet that you can use to determine your costs—how much can 

you spend on coffee for the clinic and still break even? This excel sheet will help you figure that 

math out.  

There are advertising materials there too: posters you can download, articles you can share, links to 

interesting facebook posts you can use to spread the word.  

You’ll also find a link to our facebook group for hosts: you’re not alone, and it helps to have others 

to chat with about the problems that arise and how others may be sorting them out. 

We also have a link there for the facebook page for the whole riding community. Riders no longer 

need to feel isolated among riders who only know the military method. 

And we’re always available to help with questions. Anneli Eriksson will be our primary client 

services person this year, her email is glomtomt@gmail.com. And you can also reach out to Mary 

Anne at mac@classical-equitation.com.  

Paying deposits, paying balances 

Payments will be made to NSAE directly via a portal we have set up only for clinic organizers. The 

link will accept visa, mastercard, paypal, and other on-line payment options in any currency.   

http://www.classical-equitation.com/instruction/client-services-clinics/ 

Your clinic is secured by a non-refundable deposit of one third of the clinic fees. You will 

collect the deposit fees from your participants, and then can use the portal to make the deposit 

to us.   

The minimum number of participants for a riding clinic is eight riders (And a full 16 rides.) If both 

clinicians are asked to come, this year we can do it with 14 riders (And a minimum of 26 rides). 

Your clinic must be filled, and all deposits paid, to enable the clinician/s to travel. 

The remainder of the fees must be paid fully the day before the clinic begins. If it’s paid fully one 

full week in advance or more you get a free host’s ride in the clinic, or a 5% reduction in cost.  

http://www.classical-equitation.com/
http://www.classical-equitation.com/clinic-organizers-support-page/
mailto:glomtomt@gmail.com
mailto:mac@classical-equitation.com
http://www.classical-equitation.com/instruction/client-services-clinics/
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Benefits for the Organizers and clinic 
participants this year: 
 

Organizer Benefits and Bonuses 
 Lots of Organizer support! Through the website, which is expanding in its support all the 

time. Make suggestions! And through the added voices, Anneli and Mary Anne, to make sure 

you get the information you need when you need it. 

 

 Organizers are automatically gifted a four lesson package of group on-line lessons after each 

tour, and have a free seat in the on line “office hours at NSAE”.  

 

 Organizers are given a 10% professional discount on intensives at our barn in Snohomish.  

 

 Organizers will be provided a 10% discount on purchases of books, online lessons and other 

materials from NSAE. 

Participants Benefits and Bonuses 
 Early payment and additional lessons are given a nice discount: you can pass this along to 

work to attract more students, or just let it make your clinic easier for you as host. 

 

 Riders working with Mary Anne this year will be given a 10% discount. 

 

 All of your participants will be given half off their first on-line set of group lessons with 

Mary Anne or Craig.  

 

 Participant Certificates will be on line, easy to down load so that you can have your clinician 

sign them for your participants at the end of the clinics. 

 
We hope these changes are exciting and offer you new ideas in the coming year as an organizer. Let 
us know if you need more from us, or if anything is difficult. We worked all winter to try to fix 
problems that had begun to show up over the years, but you’re the expert on hosting.  
 
We’re listening!  

 
Mary Anne and Craig, with Madeleine and Anneli 

 
 
 


